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Model Number: 2005CS

Mytee 2005CS Contractorâ€™s Special 220PSI Extractor Bundle Package Dual 3 Stage Vacuum

Freight Included

Manufacturer: Mytee Products Inc

Mytee 2005CS Contractor&rsquo;s Special 220PSI Extractor Bundle Package Dual 3
Stage Vacuum

Give your business a head start with Mytee&rsquo;s powerful 2005CS 
Contractor&rsquo;s Special! This package features a 10 gallon, dual vacuum 
extractor with a 220 PSI pump, all running on just one power cord! Pair  that with a
25&rsquo; vacuum and solution hose combo and a 12&rdquo; dual jet wand  and you
have a system powerful enough to not only get your business off  the ground, but help
it flourish.
Features:

    • 10-gallon (approx.) capacity solution tank
    • 
    
        
            
                 
                 
                
                    • Factory Installed / Efficient dual 3-stage LA (low amp) motors that
provide maximum suction and airflow to clean and dry carpets fast
                    • 200 CFM, 130&rdquo; water lift
                    • Clean with up to 75 ft of 1.5" hose or 125 ft if you use a 2" ID 100 ft
extension.
                    •  
                
                Electro Vacuum Motor Q6600-166A-MP 3 stage 120V Flat Bottom
Fan-Vacuum Low Amp Draw 
                or similar
            
        
    
    
    • 
    
        
            
                 
                Factory Installed / Powerful 220 PSI diaphragm pump
                Aquatec DDP5800-220 220 psi Pump Triplex Diaphragm pressure switched
Bypass 115 Volts Mytee C322D 58-ELK-220 58-FLC-220 AE-PUMP-220 
                or similar
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    • 
    
        
            
                 
                Factory Provided
                Mytee E351A Extension Power Cord 50 feet 12-3 NEMA 5-15P X L5-20R 
                or similar
            
        
    
    
        
            
                 
                Factory Provided
                Mytee 8100 Hose Set 25ft x 1.5in - Vacuum and 1/4in Solution with QD
installed 
                or similar
            
        
    
    
        
            
                 
                Factory Provided
                Mytee 8300EZ Carpet Cleaning Wand Black Lightweight Head Dual Jet
Stainless Steel 12inch [8300-EZ] 
                or similar
            
        
    
    
    • User-friendly aluminum handle for easy loading and unloading
    • Easy-open vacuum tank lid
    • Waist-high switches and easy-access components to reduce bending
    • Durable roto-molded polyethylene that resists rusting and denting

Includes:

    • One gallon System Maintainer Extractor Descaler
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            Body
            
            &bull; Roto-molded polyethylene housing
            &bull; 10" (25.4 cm) foam-filled rear wheels
            &bull; 4" (10 cm) locking front casters
            
        
        
            Solution Tank
            
            10 gallon (37.9 L) capacity
            
        
        
            Vacuum Tank
            
            10 gallon (37.9 L) capacity
            
        
        
            Vacuum
            
            Dual 3-Stage Vacuum Motors
            &bull; 5.7" diameter
            &bull; 200 CFM
            &bull; 130" water lift
            
        
        
            Pump
            
            Diaphragm Demand Pump
            &bull; 220 PSI
            &bull; 1.35 GPM
            
        
        
            Package Includes
            
            &bull; 12" Dual Jet Carpet Wand
            &bull; 25' Vacuum and Solution Hose Combo
            &bull; One gallon System Maintainer Extractor Descaler
            
        
        
            Power Cord
            
            Single 50' (15.2 m) twist-lock 12/3
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            Amp Draw (110-120V 60Hz)
            
            Cord One: 20 amps
            
        
        
            Amp Draw (220-240V 50Hz)
            
            Cord One: 10 amps
            
        
        
            Net Weight
            
            104 lbs. (47 kg)
            
        
        
            Machine Dimensions
            
            28" x 18.5" x 39" (71 cm x 47 cm x 99 cm)
            
        
        
            Shipping Weight
            
            151 lbs. (68.5 kg) (does not include 42 lbs pallet weight)
            
        
        
            Shipping Dimensions
            
            29.5" x 19.25" x 46.5" (75 cm x 48.9 cm x 118 cm) (does not include wand in
these measurements)
            
        
    

Customer responsible for all shipping sur-charges including but not limited to home
delivery, liftgate fee, call for an appointment fee, limited access fee, missed delivery
fee.

Question and Answers
Question:  Is this machine heated?
Answer:  No, You can place hot water into the fresh water tank up to 140 degrees F.

Question:  Does this machine have one or two power cords?
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Answer:  Only one and it draws a full 20 amps so this machine cannot be used on a
15 amp 120 volt breakers.

Question:  Can I still use this machine with one vacuum motor on and one vacuum
motor off so I can operate on a 15 amp breaker?
Answer:  No.  The factory designed this unit with the vacuum motors in parallel.  This
means if you turn off one motor the motor not in use will allow the air to be sucked
backwards though it and make it not have any vacuum. 

Question:  Can I order this machine with the vacuum in air series so I can operate on
a 15 amp breaker?
Answer:  Only if you order 6+ machines at time will the factory make any custom
changes form a default build.  This change would have to be quoted to confirm they
will even be willing to build this, but again, please do not ask for a quote until you can
commit to at least 6 machines. 

Question:  Does this machine clean at 220 psi?
Answer:  No, it has a 220 psi Aquatec suction feed pump installed under the hood.  
You standby pressure (wand trigger not squeezed) would be close to 220 psi, but
your use pressure (pressure while actually cleaning) will be about 110 psi.  A 50%
loss in pressure is normal for all suction feed portables.  We have confirmed if you
convert this machine to pressure feed, it standby pressure and use pressure at a full
220 psi.   The conversion is $400 more and takes 2 months build time. 

Question:  What is the System Maintainer used for?
Answer:  For heated machines, it is used to maintain the heater from scale and hard
water mineral deposits from clogging the heater.  For non heated machine it is added
to the rinse water to neutralize the high pH of the prespray and reduces carpet
wicking from capillary action and keeps the carpet softer (use only 1/2 oz per gallon) 
For both the above examples the cleaner is NOT placed in the machine, rather it is
presprayed on first and the only thing that goes in the machine is hot water and and a
small amount of System Maintainer. 

Optional:

    
        
             
             Clean Storm Hose Set 100ft (30 Meters) x 2.0in ID Vacuum and 1/4 in 3000
psi Solution with QDs and Ball valve installed 20150317 
            Will require additional Mytee Lynx conversion connections to make work. 
            (1) Mytee H110V and (1) H136V
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 15 August, 2022
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